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ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a year of top-of-the-line Sudoku for puzzle lovers. From Nikoli, the Japanese company

that developed the addictive numbers game into an international phenomenon, this calendar

delivers a year of visually appealing full-color puzzles that strike the perfect balance between

challenge, solvability, and entertainment. Generated by hand, not by computer, each is singularly

elegant and intuitiveÃ¢â‚¬â€•like facing off against a master Sudoku maker, step by step. The

puzzles begin easy each weekend, and increase in difficulty over the course of the week. Answers

are printed on the reverse side of each page.
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Why, oh why, do they have the tear-off style? By August, I either have to tear off before day is over

if I want to work the puzzle or else try to make my hand/wrist go around the bottom support plastic

thing. I was hoping 2017 wouldn't be like this (2016 is same style and now in November-- the plastic

piece is a big pain to my wrist!). Might be time for me to stop getting these --I have purchased them

for years and years, but I HATE this style. Very disappointed for 2017. Bring back the loose

sheet/slide-in case--I would pay a bit more for it to get that option back!

Bought this just for the puzzles. I like working on large size ones while watching TV or throwing a

few in my purse to work on a plane. I will probably work through this pile before 2017 gets

here.What's nice about these is that unlike other brands, the solution on the back takes up only



1/4th of the back. My other fond use of page-a-day calendars is to use the back side for note-taking

and reminders. Already I've used 3-4 pages of this one for store reminders, writing down an

address, and confirmation numbers when making reservations in the living room. It is both a puzzle

and good note paper.

I'm patiently waiting for Jan 1st or I would finish the year in a short time. Finished 2016 in August. I

like that I can grab a few pages and do them from my purse at the dentist, doctor, flying, and more.

A book is too bulky for flying, so I [refer these one-pager Sudoku!

This is my 5th year of using the desk-top Sudoku calendar.......it's a big part of my daily

routine....love it~~

Have been getting this calendar every year for 6 years now. Really like the format

I've tried other sudoku calendars, but this remains the most challenging. It ranges from very easy to

hard as the week progresses. I like the variety.

I didn't like much anymore, first the answers is outside down difficult to check it and the numbers

became smaller.

I have bought this every year for about 10 years. It's still a nice calendar, but it was nicer when they

used to make it as individual sheets versus them all being glued together on a stand as they are

now. I actually rip all the sheets off and put them in the old holder. The paper quality is good, but it

was easier to use a few years ago when the font was printed larger.
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